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Abstract: This work focuses on the development and the characterization of avalanche photodiodes
with separated absorption andmultiplication regions grown bymolecular beam epitaxy. The i-GaAs
absorption region is separated from the multiplication region by a X p-doped layer of carbon atoms,
which ensures that after applying a reverse bias, the vast majority of the potential drops in the
multiplication region. Therein, thin layers of AlGaAs and GaAs alternate periodically in a so-
called staircase structure to create a periodic modulation of the band gap, which under bias enables
a well-defined charge multiplication and results in a low multiplication noise. The influence of the
concentration of carbon atoms in the X p-doped layer on the device characteristics was investigated
and experimental data are presented together with simulation results.
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1 Introduction

Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) for X-ray detection have been traditionally based on silicon, as
it is nowadays the most mature and prevalent technology [1]. However, with the advent of next
generation light sources more stringent requirements towards higher count rate, higher quantum
efficiency for medium and high energy x-rays are put on APD detectors [2], which would benefit
from a new choice of materials. In particular, AlxGa1−xAs-based compounds have been suggested
[3]. One of the key points of GaAs is the higher atomic number compared to Si, which results in
higher absorption. This renders it possible to produce devices with a thinner active region and,
consequently, to achieve shorter response time and better performances of the detector.

Another important advantage of using III-V materials is the possibility to tailor the material
properties, notably the bandgap at the nanoscale, by changing the stechiometry G in AlxGa1−xAs
alloys. In this way one of the drawbacks of using AlxGa1−xAs instead of silicon in photodetectors
can be overcome; in fact, part of the multiplication noise generated by these detectors is caused by
the similarity of electron and hole impact ionization coefficients in GaAs [3]. Through a periodic
modulation of the bandgap profile in the multiplication region, the effective impact ionization
coefficients of electrons and holes can become very different and the signal-to-noise ratio improves
remarkably.

This work focuses on the development of avalanche photodiodes with separated absorption
and multiplication regions (SAM-APD) [4], based on GaAs/AlGaAs and grown by Molecular
Beam Epitaxy (MBE). These devices include a X p-doping layer between the absorption and the
multiplication regions in order to confine most of the electric field within the latter. In particular,
this paper analyses the device behaviour in dependence on the acceptor amount inserted in such X
layer.
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Figure 1. Sketch of the fabricated avalanche photodiode with absorption and multiplication regions.

2 Device growth and fabrication

The scheme of the structure grown by MBE is shown in fig. 1, b. After the deposition of a
100-nm-thick highly n-doped (2 · 1018cm−3) buffer layer onto a (001) n-substrate, a 1 `m thick
intrinsicmultiplication layer was grown, following the protocol of [4]. This layer includes a staircase
structure with twelve stages (repetitions). Each stage consists of 35 nmGaAs, 25 nmAl0.45Ga0.55As
and 20 nm of a linearly graded region formed by a digital alloy where the aluminum content is
reduced from 45 % to 1 %. Above the staircase structure, a 35-nm-thick GaAs spacer was grown,
followed by a X p-doping layer of carbon atoms. Such layer ensures that after applying a reverse bias
the vast majority of the potential drops in the multiplication region (illustrated in fig. 1, c). On the
top of the delta layer, the intrinsic 4.5-`m-thick GaAs absorption layer was deposited. Finally, the
sample was capped with a 200 nm highly p-doped (6 · 1018cm−3) GaAs contact layer. The overall
thickness of the active part is 5.5 `m. To study the influence of the X p-doped layer on the diode
performance, five samples with different carbon areal densities in such layer were grown; the values
obtained by Hall-probe measurements are reported in table 1.

Table 1. Acceptor areal densities in the X p-doped layer as measured with Hall effect
device A B C D E

density [cm−2] 8.8 · 1010 5.0 · 1011 1.3 · 1012 1.6 · 1012 2.5 · 1012

The devices were processed by photolithographic techniques. In a first step the mesa was
defined by wet etching in a H3PO4 : H2O : H2O2 (3:50:1) solution. The structure was etched down
to the n-doped layer located beneath the multiplication region. The whole surface was then covered
by 160 nm of SiO2 deposited by RF magnetron sputtering. The openings on the top of the mesas
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were made by reactive ion etching. The top p-contact, consisting of 10 nm of chromium and 50 nm
of gold, was defined by a lift-off technique. The bottom n-contact was created by metallizing the
whole back side with a 50-nm eutectic alloy of germanium-gold, 10 nm nickel and 40 nm gold. The
device is sketched in fig. 1, a. The total area of the mesas was 5 · 10−1 mm2, while the top opening
was 2.4 ·10−1 mm2. After the fabrication, the device was mounted and bonded onto a printed-circuit
carrier board provided with radio-frequency coaxial connectors, where both measurements in dark
and under different light sources were performed.

3 Characterization in dark

The devices were first tested in dark by measuring current-voltage (IV) and capacitance-voltage
(CV) characteristics. The IVmeasurements allow us to select devices with the lowest leakage, while
the CV measurements provide information about the electric field and potential distribution inside
the device. In particular, we studied the effect of the acceptor concentration in the X p-doped layer
on the CV characteristic. These measurements were performed through a precision LCR meter
(HP4284A) at 1 MHz frequency.

The left part of fig. 2 shows the capacitance per area as a function of the applied voltage, while
the right part shows the depletion width calculated as

3 =
YAY0�

�
,

where � is the area of the mesa, � is the measured capacitance, YA = 12.6 [5] and Y0 = 8.854 ·
10−12 F/m are the equivalent relative permittivity of the active region (calculated as the mean
value of the permittivity as a function of the depletion width) and the permittivity of vacuum,
respectively. It can be seen that for the highest carbon concentration in the X p-doped layer (sample
E) the capacitance is constant over the entire range of the reverse biases, up to the breakdown
voltage. In these conditions, the depletion width corresponds to the thickness of the multiplication
region. This means that this amount of carbon atoms is able to prevent the formation of a large
electric field in the absorption region by confining the drop of the applied potential inside the
multiplication region only.
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Figure 2. Capacitance and corresponding depletion width versus reverse bias for the different devices.
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Figure 3. Comparison between experimental and simulated CV curves. In the simulation the X-layer dose
is equal to the actual concentration of acceptors put in the sample, while the p-backgrounds is the residual
acceptor concentration present in the absorption region.
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Figure 4. Band diagrams of devices A, C and E for 3 different reverse biases. Conduction band (red),
valence band (black), electron and hole quasi-fermi levels (green and blue).

Conversely, in the samples with lower doping levels the capacitance drops at a certain bias,
meaning that the applied potential depletes not only the multiplication region but also part of the
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absorption region. In particular, the depletion region of most of the devices with lower doping
reached at some voltage a depletion width of 5.5 `m, which is the full thickness of the grown
structure confined within the n-p contact layers. The voltage at which this drop occurs increases
with the dose of the X p-doped layer. To confirm this interpretation, we reproduced the CV curves
of samples C, D and E with TCAD simulations [6]. Fig. 3 shows that experimental and simulated
data are in good agreement; in particular, the concentration of acceptors in the X p-doped layer
obtained from simulations fairly approximates the values measured by Hall effect (tab. 1).

Fig. 4 shows the band profiles simulated at different biases with sim32 software [7] for samples
A, C and E to illustrate the dependence of the depleted zone on the acceptor level in the X p-doped
layer. It can be seen that for the highest doping (device E, right plots), the Fermi level at the X layer
is completely pinned to the top of the valence band at all biases, while for the lowest doping level,
pinning is not complete even at zero bias, implying the creation of a potential drop in the absorption
region. This explains why the CV characteristics (fig. 2) of the devices with low doping do not start
at a capacitance value corresponding to a 1 `m-thick depleted zone (i.e. the multiplication region),
but they are affected by the partial potential drop in the absorption region. At higher biases this
effect is amplified and, at 33 V the absorption region is fully depleted for both samples A and C.
Conversely, in sample E depletion is confined to the multiplication region for all biases.

4 Response to the light

The fabricated devices were tested under light to assess their response to incoming photons. Two
different light sources were used: the IOM-CNRBEAR beamline at the synchrotron Elettra (Trieste,
Italy) [8] in the energy range 500-800 eV and a green (_ = 532 nm) tabletop laser.

The photon energy range was selected in order to ensure that photogeneration takes place
entirely within the absorption region. In fact, the absorption length is 200 nm and 586 nm at
500 eV and 800 eV [9], respectively, while it is equal to 140 nm for the laser [10]. This enables us
to study the pure multiplication effect, without having it combined with charges generated in the
multiplication region.

For both light sources, dark current and photocurrent weremeasured as a function of the applied
reverse bias. The difference between these currents was calculated as the signal of the device in
response to the photons. To compare the response under different light sources and different fluxes,
the gain was defined as the signal normalized by its value at 20 V, where multiplication does not
take place yet:

gain =
signal(reverse bias)

signal(20 V) .

Devices B, C and E were tested at the BEAR beamline. The left part of fig. 5 reports the
photocurrent for different energies of the beam and the dark current of device E. The plot shows
that in the experiments with higher photon energy, the photocurrent is larger. The right part of
fig. 5 reports the gains calculated from the data plotted in the left part: gains for different photon
energies are overlapping. This is reasonable since all the photogenerated carriers are created in the
absorption region, as mentioned above, and subsequently multiplied in the multiplication region in
the same way.
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Figure 5. Dark current and photocurrent for three photon energies of the BEAR beamline in the 500-800
eV range of device E (left); gain for the same photon energies (right).
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Figure 6. Gains of devices with different areal density of the X p layer measured at the BEAR beamline
averaged over seven different energies in the 500-800eV range (left); and with the green laser (right). The
brakedown voltage of device E (38 V) is marked by a dashed line.

In the left part of fig. 6 the gains of devices B, C, E characterized on the BEAR beamline are
plotted. Curves are averaged over seven different energies in the 500-800eV range. It can be noticed
that the multiplication for the low-doping structures is minimal, while with sufficient doping it is
clearly visible and reaches a value of 13.1 at 37.5 V. The gain of the devices C and E was measured
also under laser light. These data (right part of fig. 6) show the same behaviour as the one observed
on the BEAR beamline, with a gain of 11.8 at 37.5 V and a maximum gain of 21 at 38 V of reverse
bias. Gains measured with the two light sources coincide numerically within 10 %; this is due to
the fact that also in the case of visible light electrons undergo the same multiplication processes as
in BEAR, being generated in the first few 100 nm of the absorption region.
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5 Conclusion

Five SAM-APD samples with different areal acceptor densities in the X p-doping layer separating the
absorption and multiplication regions were fabricated. First, a characterization in dark was carried
out and the influence of X p-doping on the CV curves was observed. A dose of 2.5 · 1012 cm−2

was found to be necessary to keep the absorption region unbiased over the whole range of reverse
biases, up to the breakdown voltage. For the devices with a lower doping level, a drop in capacitance
occurred at specific voltages within the measured range. Such voltage was found to decrease with
decreasing doping levels. TCAD simulations are able to reproduce the measured CV curves for
physical and geometrical parameter values very close to the experimental ones. The analysis of
simulated potential profiles confirms the interpretation above, thus indicating the device with the
highest doping as the best suited for photo multiplication applications.

The photoresponse of the devices was measured utilizing light sources, with energies low
enough to ensure that the photogeneration occurs entirely within the first few 100 nm of the
absorption region. It was noticed that for low doping levels the multiplication of generated charges
is rather low (up to a gain of 2). On the other hand, when the doping level is sufficient to keep the
absorption region unbiased, the whole potential difference drops within the multiplication region
and a significant multiplication was observed, achieving at a reverse bias of 37.5 a gain of 11.8
under laser illumination and 13.1 in the case of the measurements performed by synchrotron light.
Both these measured gains are consistent with the results published in [4]. A virtual absence of gain
for lower doping levels is due to the failure to establish an adequate potential in the staircase region
that would lead to electron multiplication. Our experiments underline therefore the importance
of achieving a complete electrostatic separation between absorption and multiplication regions in
SAM-APDs, in order to trigger a substantial avalanche effect.
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